5o	ON  PSYCHICAL  ENERGY
for so long we have been at a loss to understand these primitive
ceremonies. But when we remember that the primitives
are much more unconscious, much nearer to being mere
phenomena of nature than we are, and are therefore scarcely
aware of what we call ' will ', then it is easy to understand
why the primitive needs detailed ceremonies where a simple
act of will suffices us. We are more conscious, that is, more
domesticated. In the course of the centuries we have been
fortunate enough to master not only the wild nature about us,
but also to subdue our own wildness— at least temporarily
and to a certain degree! At all events, we have been
acquiring ' will ', that is, disposable energy ; and, though
perhaps not much, it is nevertheless more than the primitive
possesses. Therefore we are no longer in need of magical
dances in order to make us ' strong ' for an undertaking,
at least not in ordinary cases, Yet when we have in hand
something that exceeds our powers, something that could
easily go wrong, then, with the blessing of the church, we
solemnly lay the foundation-stone, or we ' baptize * a ship
as she slips from the docks ; in time of war we assure our-
selves of the aid of a patriotic god, the sweat of fear forcing
a fervent prayer from the lips of the strongest. Thus there
need be o&ly conditions of some insecurity for the * magical
formalities' to be brought to life again in a quite natural
fashion. Through these ceremonies the deeper emotional
forces are released ; conviction becomes blind auto-suggestion
and the psychic field of vision is narrowed to one fixed point,
upon which the whole weight of the unconscious iris a forgo
is concentrated. And it is an objective fact that success
attends the sure, rather than the unsure.
&.
The psychological machine which transforms energy is
the symbol I mean a real symbol and not a sign* The
Watschandies* hole in the earth is not merely a sign or sub-
stitute for the genitals of the woman, but a symbol that

